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Graphene and its multilayers have attracted considerable interest because their fourfold spin and valley
degeneracy enables a rich variety of broken-symmetry states arising from electron-electron interactions, and
raises the prospect of controlled phase transitions among them. Here we report local electronic compressibility measurements of ultraclean suspended graphene that reveal a multitude of fractional quantum Hall
states surrounding filling factors  ¼ 1=2 and 1=4. Several of these states exhibit phase transitions that
indicate abrupt changes in the underlying order, and we observe many additional oscillations in compressibility as  approaches 1=2, suggesting further changes in spin and/or valley polarization. We use a simple
model based on crossing Landau levels of composite fermions with different internal degrees of freedom to
explain many qualitative features of the experimental data. Our results add to the diverse array of many-body
states observed in graphene and demonstrate substantial control over their order parameters.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.076802
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When a two-dimensional electron gas is subject to a
perpendicular magnetic field B, the electronic spectrum
forms a sequence of Landau levels (LLs). Generally, this
gives rise to incompressible quantized Hall states at integer
values of the filling factor  ¼ nh=eB, where n is the
carrier density, h is Planck’s constant, and e is the electron
charge. In very clean samples at high magnetic field,
Coulomb interactions become important and produce additional quantized Hall states at certain fractional filling
factors [1–4]. These fractional quantized Hall (FQH) states
can be understood in terms of composite fermions (CFs),
which may be described as an electron bound to an even
number m of magnetic flux quanta. CFs experience
a reduced effective magnetic field, and FQH states at
 ¼ p=ðmp  1Þ are understood to arise when an integer
number p of m CF LLs are occupied. In CF theory, FQH
states of electrons are therefore interpreted as the integer
quantized Hall effect of these new composite particles [4].
Like electrons, CFs can have internal quantum numbers
such as spin or valley index (isospin). When more than one
CF LL is occupied, ground states with different polarizations of these degrees of freedom are possible at a given
filling factor, and transitions between different phases may
occur when system parameters are varied. Phase transitions
between FQH states with differing spin polarization have
been observed in GaAs by tuning the magnitude of the
magnetic field [5–8], its direction [9–14], or the applied
pressure [15]. In AlAs 2DEGs, strain has been used to
induce phase transitions between valley-polarized and
unpolarized states [16–18].
In graphene, the electronic Hamiltonian has an
approximate SU(4) symmetry arising from the spin and
valley degrees of freedom. This symmetry is weakly broken
due to the Zeeman effect and electron-electron scattering
0031-9007=13=111(7)=076802(5)

between valleys, which may be enhanced by (or compete
with) effects of the dominant Coulomb interactions.
Electron-electron interactions were recently shown to produce surprising patterns of symmetry breaking and phase
transitions in the integer quantum Hall regime [19–23].
Theoretical proposals suggest that the strengths of FQH
states can also be tuned in monolayer and bilayer graphene,
and that transitions between different ordered phases are
possible [24–26]. However, despite the observation of
robust FQH states in graphene [27–32], their rich phase
diagram has yet to be fully explored.
Here we report local electronic compressibility measurements of suspended graphene, performed using a scanning single-electron transistor (SET) [33,34]. A schematic
of the measurement setup [35] is shown in Fig. 1(a).
Modulating the carrier density with a back gate and monitoring the resulting change in SET current allows us to
measure both the local chemical potential  and the local
inverse compressibility of the graphene flake with a spatial
resolution of about 100 nm. The inverse compressibility
1 is properly defined as n2 d=dn, but hereafter we drop
the prefactor and use the term to mean d=dn. The data
presented below were taken at one location, but similar
behavior was observed at multiple positions [35].
Figure 1(b) shows the inverse compressibility as a function of filling factor and magnetic field. FQH states appear
as vertical incompressible peaks at  ¼ 1=3, 2=3,
2=5, 3=5, 3=7, 4=7, 4=9, 5=9, and 5=11,
consistent with the standard CF sequence observed for jj <
1 in previous measurements [32]. Surprisingly, every FQH
state except  ¼ 1=3 exhibits a narrow magnetic field
range over which the incompressible behavior is strongly
suppressed. The critical field at which this occurs increases
with filling fraction denominator, and the suppression is
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FIG. 1 (color). (a) Schematic of the measurement setup. (b) Inverse compressibility d=dn as a function of filling factor  and
magnetic field B. (c) Finer measurement around  ¼ 4=7. Panels (b) and (c) have identical color scales. (d) and (e) d=dn as a
function of B and composite fermion Landau level (CF LL) index p. Panels (d) and (e) have identical color scales. Principal FQH states
are marked by black lines and are labeled. The dashed lines in panel (b) mark where higher-denominator FQH states in the standard CF
sequence would be expected to occur.

associated with regions of sharply negative compressibility that cross each FQH state, often generating two coexisting incompressible peaks at slightly different filling
factors over a small range in magnetic field [Fig. 1(c)].
Interestingly, the negative compressibility has an especially
large amplitude that is similar (but opposite in sign) to the
incompressible peaks of the actual FQH states.
The interruptions in each incompressible peak suggest
phase transitions in which the spin and/or valley polarization of electrons changes abruptly. The behavior is similar
to that observed in GaAs, where transport measurements
showed FQH states splitting into doublets near phase transitions [6,7,11,14]. However, no dramatic features of negative compressibility were present in GaAs [8], and the
inverse compressibility did not display a strong asymmetry
between filling factors just above and below the FQH states
[8,36].
Several less prominent modulations in compressibility
that occur close to  ¼ 1=2 are also visible in Fig. 1(b).
We emphasize that they are not caused by localized states,
which occur near the strongest FQH states such as  ¼
2=3, but not around high-denominator states, such as
 ¼ 4=7 [35]. Further insight can be gained by plotting
the inverse compressibility as a function of p rather than 
[Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)]. This more clearly illustrates the
behavior near  ¼ 1=2 and reveals oscillations in inverse
compressibility that persist to values of p as large as 20 and
magnetic fields as low as a few Tesla. The behavior cannot
be explained by Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations of CFs,
because variations in compressibility occur even at

constant filling factor. The oscillations become stronger
and more vertical as the magnetic field is increased, suggesting that they are associated with developing FQH
states. Moreover, they seem to extend from the negative
compressibility features of the phase transitions, suggesting that they result from changes in spin and/or valley
polarization as magnetic field and filling factor are varied.
Signatures of phase transitions have previously been
observed in compressibility measurements only at  ¼
2=3 in GaAs [8], although optical and transport studies
of GaAs and AlAs have revealed evidence of changes in
spin or isospin polarization for filling fractions with larger
denominators [9,37]. We observe clear phase transitions up
to  ¼ 5=9 and 5=11, and additional compressibility
oscillations are apparent much closer to  ¼ 1=2.
Similar oscillations have not been reported in GaAs; their
existence in graphene suggests a rich array of ordered
electronic states and hints at a delicate energetic competition among them.
To gain further insight, we introduce a simple model to
describe CFs with internal degrees of freedom [38–41] (see
[35] for details). Because of graphene’s peculiar band
structure, the lowest LL is already half full at  ¼ 0, and
experiments suggest that the  ¼ 0 state has no net spin
polarization [19]. For 0 >  > 1, we assume that the
ground state is obtained by putting holes in the  ¼ 0 state,
which we convert to CFs by attaching two flux quanta to
each hole. The CFs have two possible spin states () and
we consider many-body states where there may be different particle densities for the two spins. Single-particle
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energies of the two spin states will be split by an amount
proportional to B due to the Zeeman effect, which favors a
spin-polarized state. However, the SU(4) invariant part of
the Coulomb interaction will typically favor states with
more equal occupation of spins [39]. Because the Coulomb
interaction energies scale as B1=2 , then for fixed , varying
the magnetic field will change the relative importance of
the two terms, which suggests that the experimentally
observed phase transitions may be caused by changes in
spin polarization, as in GaAs.
Our model applies most directly to the situation where
all electrons in the ground state of  ¼ 0 have the same
valley configuration, as in the Kekule or the chargedensity-wave states [42]. The antiferromagnetic state is
more complicated because the constituent electron states
differ in valley index as well as spin, but we expect that
results for this case should be at least qualitatively similar
to the case we consider [43]. Future studies in which a
tilted magnetic field is applied to the sample may help
determine the spin and valley ordering of the FQH states.
Within our model, effects of the SU(4) invariant
Coulomb interaction are modeled by a sum of the ‘‘kinetic
energies’’ of the occupied states in the CF LLs, which scale
as B1=2 for fixed orbital index N  . A schematic diagram of
CF LL energies E
N  and their scaling with magnetic field is
shown in Fig. 2(a). At certain critical magnetic fields, CF
LLs with different spin and orbital degrees of freedom
cross, leading to phase transitions.
Based on this model, we have numerically simulated the
inverse compressibility. In our simulation, we broaden
the CF LLs by a fixed amount of disorder n and calculate
the occupation of each CF LL, which ultimately yields the
inverse compressibility as a function of density and
magnetic field. The results, which assume either a small
amount of disorder or more realistic density fluctuations
based on the widths of the FQH peaks, are shown in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively.
The simulations in Fig. 2 share many characteristics
with the experimental data. Most striking are the breaks
in the incompressible peaks of FQH states with p  2. In
addition, the simulations show regions of negative compressibility that cross from one side of the FQH state to the
other as the phase transition occurs. This is qualitatively
similar to the behavior that we observe, although the
experimental features are much narrower. Finally, the
oscillations in inverse compressibility become less robust
and start to curve at low magnetic field and high p, similar
to the experimental data. The values used for parameters in
the simulation agree well with expectations based on other
experimental metrics. By matching the simulation to the
experimental critical fields and assuming Zeeman splitting
with a g factor of 2, we extract an effective mass m ¼
0:18me ðB½TÞ1=2 , the same order of magnitude as for CFs
in GaAs [5]. In addition, the density fluctuations n ¼
1:5  108 cm2 assumed in Fig. 2(c) are comparable to the
widths of the FQH states we observe. Given the simplicity
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FIG. 2 (color). (a) Schematic of CF LL energies E
p divided by
and plotted against B1=2 . Crossings (black circle) between spinup and -down CF LLs (colored arrows) correspond to phase
transitions. (b) and (c) Numerical simulations of d=dn as a
function of B and p assuming either minimal charge inhomogeneity (b), or more realistic density fluctuations (c). Black ovals
correspond to the black circle in panel (a). Both panels use the
same color scale.

of the model, the agreement with experiment is remarkable, suggesting that it provides a basic framework to
understand the underlying physics.
The critical fields of the phase transitions vary slightly
with position, and a much smaller critical field at  ¼ 2=3
was observed before the final current annealing step [35].
The change after current annealing suggests that disorder is
relevant, but the exact mechanism is not clear. Disorder
that breaks valley symmetry could preferentially support
one FQH phase over the other if the  ¼ 0 state is a canted
antiferromagnet. It is also possible that the level of disorder
affects the dielectric constant. The origin of the spatial
dependence merits further study.
Integrating the inverse compressibility with respect to
carrier density allows us to extract the steps in chemical
potential  of each FQH state; multiplying  by the
quasiparticle charge then yields the corresponding energy
gaps. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show inverse compressibility
and chemical potential, respectively, as a function of filling
factor at 11.9 T. In Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), we plot  as a
function of magnetic field. The complex nonmonotonic
behavior of the energy gaps exhibited by several FQH
states [Fig. 3(d)] is similar to the behavior in GaAs near
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FIG. 3 (color). d=dn (a) and chemical potential  relative to
its value at  ¼ 1=2 (b) as a function of  at B ¼ 11:9 T. (c)
and (d) Steps in chemical potential  [green labels in panel
(b)] of FQH states as a function of B at measured multiples of
 ¼ 1=3 and 1=5 (c), and  ¼ 1=7 and 1=9 (d).

phase transitions [13]. This behavior becomes increasingly
pronounced and the field range over which incompressible
behavior is suppressed widens as filling factor denominator
increases. A similar pattern occurs in the simulations of
Fig. 2, and it likely results from the increasing effects of
density fluctuations on CF LL width as p increases.
The step in chemical potential at  ¼ 1=3 scales
linearly with B over the entire field range that we study.
This behavior is consistent with prior studies [32], but the
linearity is surprising because interaction-driven states
typically scale as B1=2 . The behavior also contradicts the
B1=2 dependence expected from our model, although we
note that the model does not include interactions among
CFs, LL mixing, finite temperature effects, or the possibility of other excitations such as Skyrmions. Linear scaling with magnetic field at  ¼ 1=3 has been theoretically
predicted to arise from spin-flip excitations over an
intermediate field range [44].
In addition to the phase transitions discussed above, the
exceptional sample quality reveals several FQH states
belonging to the 4 CF sequence  ¼ p=ð4p  1Þ and its
analogue around  ¼ 1. We observe incompressible
behavior at  ¼ 1=5, 2=7, 2=9, 3=11, 5=7 and
6=5 [Figs. 4(a)–4(c)]. An additional weak incompressible peak occurs between  ¼ 9=7 and 14=11, but the
experimental uncertainty in filling factor prevents a more
precise assignment [35]. No other 4 CF states are visible;
FQH states at  ¼ 4=5, 9=5, and 12=7 are conspicuously absent, despite the robust appearance of their counterparts near  ¼ 0. This may reflect interesting patterns of
symmetry breaking in the lowest LL [35,45], but could also
be caused by differing degrees of disorder at different
filling factors, or by competition with other quantum Hall
states, particularly near  ¼ 2.
The extracted steps in chemical potential for several
4 CF FQH states are plotted as a function of magnetic field
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FIG. 4 (color). (a)–(c) d=dn as a function of  and B.
Prominent four-flux FQH states are labeled. (d)  of the
4 CF states as a function of B.

in Fig. 4(d). The fluctuations caused by localized states
near  ¼ 1=5 and 2=9 prevent an accurate determination of  for these states, but all other states except for
 ¼ 5=7 scale approximately linearly with magnetic
field. Further study is required to determine whether the
nonmonotonic behavior of 5=7 reflects a phase transition or whether the state is simply competing with  ¼
2=3. Regardless, the appearance of 4 CF states and phase
transitions represents an important advance in sample
quality that enables further study of and control over the
delicate many-body states arising from interacting Dirac
fermions in graphene.
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